Chapter 1

Economic Incentives
in Colorado
Your teacher assigns you homework. Why do
you do it? If you do, you might earn a good grade.
If you don’t do it, your grade might drop. A good
grade is an incentive. It is a reward. Getting a
low grade is a disincentive.
An economy has incentives and disincentives
too. The economy is the part of society that has
to do with making and spending money. People
spend their money on goods and services. Goods
are products people want that they can buy. For
example, apples and cars are goods. Services are
things people do for each other, such as cutting
hair or providing childcare. Incentives make people
want to spend their money.
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Inside and Out
What makes you want to do things? Some
incentives come from inside you, like wanting
to have fun. Some come from outside you, like
a grown-up in your life telling you what to do.
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Have you seen people get excited
about a sale? A sale is when you can buy
something for less than normal. Why
would a store do this? Sales are incentives
for their customers. When things cost less,
people buy more. They might even spend
more money overall on other things once
they go to the store for the sale.
There are many kinds of incentives for
people to buy and sell. Sometimes, the
government makes the incentive. For
instance, people might get a tax break
when they buy certain things. This
means they pay lower taxes. Sometimes,
conditions are an incentive. For example,
many people like carrots. The fact that
there are many customers who want carrots
makes farmers want to plant them. Sellers
want to give people what they want to buy.
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Copycats
Sometimes, an item for sale becomes
very popular. People buy it fast. Other
sellers see this success. They may make
imitations to sell themselves. This is
why once something becomes popular,
you may start to see many
copycats of it.
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